
VIDEO 4   FLEXIBLE WORKING OPTIONS
THAT YOU HAVE

If you would appreciate more flexibility, there are number of options to consider.

 Flex start and finish - by choosing this option, you work full-time but come to the office earlier
or later than the usual time for everyone
Working “shifts” - you agree with your manager that you work so called “shifts”, so you can
leave the office earlier, say at 3pm to go home and do what you need to do - pick up your kids,
spend time with your family - and finish up work at home in the evening working the remaining
hours.
Part-time - you work less hours in a week. You may be leaving office earlier each day or having
some days off. There are several pros and cons to each of the part-time set-ups:

if you decide to be in the office everyday but work less hours: it should be easier to
be on top of everything that is going on. It’s easier to avoid backlogs and develop a
sustainable life routine. On the flip side: people may forget that you leave earlier and
may schedule you for meetings after your working hours; they may also forget that you
have a part-time work agreement. You may end up staying after your agreed hours more
often.
if you decide to work on certain days full-time and on others to be off, the borders
of when you work and when you don’t should be clear and well visible to others. You will
also have more time to detach from work, but on the other hand: you may feel like there
is always a backlog to deal with, there might be some important events or meetings that
you will either miss or would need to show up at the expense of your free day - and that
may complicate your daily routine.

Compressed work week - when you work full time, but have less working days in a week. So:
some working days in a week you are off and on others you stay long hours. Such a setup may
be useful when you want to reduce the time you lose for long commutes. I personally know a
father who worked this way and ‘compressed’ his work-days to Mon-Wed and then fly home for
the weekend, while still working a few hours from home on Thursday.
Job sharing - that’s two employees sharing one full headcount and working in one role as a
tandem. This setting is becoming more and more popular, since it seems to be a win-win for you
and the company. Company has two people doing one job under one full headcount, meaning
unique capabilities, more ideas & perspectives, more skills, more security (there is always a
back-up) & sustainable performance. For the people doing job sharing it enables them to
perform an ambitious and serious role, but have a lot of flexibility by sharing the responsibilities
with another person.
 Work from home - One of our participants decided to step down in her career and from line
manager come back to a software developer role, so she could work entirely from home in
Portugal, while being part of a team in London.



Whatever option works best for you, if you have such a need, we recommend that you
make a case to your manager. don’t be afraid to ask for it. Even if nobody ever asked or
succeeded before - you may be the first one!

Having worked with a lot of female returners, we see that they often hesitate to ask for what they
need.

HBR has published an article explaining that women culturally have had a role of serving
others, which taught them not to ask about what they need and not to put themselves first.
This is why we may be afraid or not feel comfortable to ask for what we need. However, really
the only risk is hearing “no”, so it is really worth trying.

 
On the contrary - fathers may not ask for flexitime, as they may be afraid that this would
ruin their reputation and position them as less engaged at work. Interestingly, a study from
Boston College shows that men, who because of workplace flexibility have more time with their
kids are in fact more engaged at work and in the vast majority report that their performance is
improved by having enough time with family. They are also happier at work and less likely to
voluntarily leave their company, so there is definitely a mutual benefit for you to ask.

Remember also that by making it easy for yourself, you are becoming a role model for others -
mothers, fathers, sick leavers - by making it easier for them to ask for flexibility in the future. 
You are also changing your work environment into more flexible and returners’ friendly place.


